• Drop structure, drop #2

• Drop structure, drop #3
• Drop structure, drop #1

• Lyons Avenue – Looking downstream from upstream side
Lyons Avenue – Looking upstream from downstream side

Lyons Avenue - Looking downstream
• Powell Drive and Everett Drive – Looking downstream from upstream side

• Powell Drive and Everett Drive – Looking upstream from downstream side
• Atwood Boulevard – Looking upstream from downstream side
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- DeWolfe Road – Looking downstream from upstream side

- DeWolfe Road – Looking upstream from downstream side
- Old Wiley Canyon Road – Looking downstream from upstream Side

- Wiley Canyon Road – Looking upstream from downstream side
Wiley Canyon Road – Looking downstream from upstream side

Wiley Canyon Road - Looking upstream
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- I-5 – Looking at crossing from downstream side

- Calgrove Blvd – Looking downstream at upstream side